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Darkflash CF8 PRO 3in1 Computer fan set

Darkflash CF8 PRO 3-in-1 computer fan set.
Take  care  of  your  computer's  reliable  cooling  while  giving  it  a  unique  character.  Darkflash  CF8  PRO  fans  feature  exceptional
performance,  so  they  will  effectively  prevent  your  hardware  configuration  from overheating.  At  the  same time,  they  are  very  easy  to
install. They are also distinguished by colorful RGB backlighting - combine them with a transparent case, for example, and get amazing
visual effects! The set includes 3 fans.
 
Efficient cooling system
Do you want to play dynamic games or use demanding programs without interference? No problem - with Darkflash CF8 PRO you don't
have to worry that your computer will overheat. The fans run at about 1100 RPM, ensuring reliable cooling of your hardware. At the same
time, they operate surprisingly quietly - their volume level does not exceed 22.5 dBA. Forget about the annoying noise!
 
Colorful backlighting
With Darkflash, your computer will not only surprise you with performance, but will also look great. The fans are equipped with colorful
RGB backlighting and are compatible with ASUS AURA SYNC (only 5 V), you can synchronize them with your motherboard. Your hardware
configuration doesn't support it? No worries - the CF8 PROs offer up to 47 lighting effects to choose from. Conveniently switch between
them with the handy remote control. Try them all out!
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ManufacturerDarkflashModelCF8  ProDimensions120  x  120  x  25  mmFan  speed1100  ±10%  RPMNoise  level22.5  dBA  (max.)Airflow30
CFMStatic pressure0.62 mm H2OMTTFApprox. 30,000 hBearing typeCarbine (rifle)

Preço:

Antes: € 23.9973

Agora: € 21.50
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